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PRODUCT SPEC SHEET

GS R1120 Wearable Bluetooth Scanner

GS R1120 Ring GS R1120 Thumbutton

GS R1120 Ruglove
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Dual-Slot
Battery Charger

Battery

If you are looking for the best-in-class 1D scanner, fortunately, you have found it. GS R1120 is sturdily constructed with state-of-the-art 1D 
scanning performance and scanning range. Users can scan barcodes at the near contact and as far out as 15ft/4.5m (widest working range 
in this class). It features dual-mode Bluetooth 4.0 technology and support three Bluetooth modes, which significantly increases productivity 
and reduces error rates. It also features NFC, vibration alerts, AI identifier recognition, real-time transmission and batch data offline upload. 
It is quite suitable for a variety of applications, from warehouse to front-of-store.
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All wearing accessories are interchangeable, Ring trigger, Thumbutton and Ruglove. Allow workers to adjust the position of scanner on the 
hand to achieve the best comfort, better flexibility and higher productivity. Give each scanning operation a comfort and secure custom fit. 
With Ring trigger and Ruglove, workers can choose and decide to use left or right hand to work and swap scanning hands on the fly. With 
Thumbutton, workers can wear scanners around the neck or on a belt to keep the scanner at hand. This is ideal for occasional scanning. 
Worker can share the same scanner body with their own wearable accessories without germs.
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BEST-IN-CLASS 1D SCANNING PERFORMANCE AND SCAN-
NING RANGE
It offers best-in-class scanning performance, scanning range, 
reliability and durability. Users can scan barcodes at near contact 
and as far out as 15 ft./4.5 m — the widest working range in this 
class.
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With this delicate design, the PCBA is protected from drops and 
bumps due to the metal protective frame, which ensures reliable 
operation.
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The hardness of shell and imager window has been greatly impro-
ved, which contributes to the enterprise-class ruggedness and 
durability.
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It provides a longer battery lifecycle and ensures uninterrupted 
full-shift operation. It is designed to support back-to-back shifts 
without recharging and avoid trips to the service depot to replace 
dead batteries. It helps to increase the productivity during recei-
ving, inventorying, picking, sorting, packing, etc.
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Using the NFC makes the Bluetooth connection more convenient 
and faster. User can simply tap the scanner with any NFC-enabled 
devices. No need to open the Bluetooth settings to identify and 
select the device.




